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ABSTRACT
Collaborative agreements are fairly recent and started as a customer need to find a
new form of contractual agreement that foster collaboration between parties. The
basic requirements are a trustworthy and knowledgeable client, an experienced team,
and a contract that promotes collaboration. The construction industry in Peru has used
traditional project delivery systems such as Design-Bid-Build, Design-Build, and
occasionally Construction Management at Risk – always pursuing the lowest cost for
an average design. In the pursuit of offering the optimal cost for a better design, the
proposal to implement an Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) was put forward by the
general contractor rather than by the customer – in contrast to the Sutter Health
experience. The challenge of applying IPD as a contractor’s initiative increases due to
a resistance to change, fear, the unawareness of middle managers, flawed bonus
schemes, and late involvement in the design phase, among others. Many efforts have
been made to use IPD, however we have not yet considered whether the Peruvian
construction industry is ready for such a disruptive delivery system or if IPD has to be
adapted to our reality. This paper aims to explain the successes and failures in the
pursuit of an IPD in Peru and concludes with lessons learned and guidelines for
further investigations to explore IPD applications in Peru.
KEYWORDS
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INTRODUCTION
Collaborative agreements are relatively new and started in earnest in 2004 in
California. These agreements seek to align the objectives of the parties under a
system where there is no risk transfer, or rather it is shared among all parties. The
basic necessities are a trustworthy and knowledgeable client, an experienced team,
and a contract that promotes collaboration. (Lichtig 2010)
The birth of collaborative contracts in the US occurred in a context in which the
owner of Sutter Health found himself in a difficult situation, needing to invest a lot of
money to upgrade his hospitals in a short period of time. Never before had he
1
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mannaged to coomplete a prroject portfo
folio of such
h magnitude, which m
motivated him
m to
seekk an innovaative solutio
on. Althoughh the beneffits of IPD have
h
been ddemonstrated on
num
merous occasions and
d every dayy there aree more pro
ojects usingg collaboraative
conntracts, we must
m recogn
nize that thee need arosee out of a customer neeed (AIA 20
012).
Andd it was precisely
p
th
his custom
mer need th
hat began searching for a team
m of
expperienced coonsultants to
t consult oon it, and laater for an architect an
and experien
nced
conntractor that were not affraid to worrk under an unknown but
b innovativve scheme.
Althhough the collaborativ
c
ve model haas been avaiilable in thee market foor several yeears,
casees in South America an
nd especiallly in Peru arre scarce, iff not nonexiistent. Theree are
casees in Brazill on Targett Value Dessign but, sttill, we don
n’t really finnd documented
casees that cann serve as a reference for our caase, hence the decisioon to apply
y the
exissting modell without co
onsidering tthe differen
nces in matu
urity and knnowledge off the
stakkeholders.
AN
NTECEDEN
NTS
Thee construction industry
y in Peru iss characterizzed by mainly applyinng three pro
oject
deliivery methoods: design--bid-build, ddesign-build
d, and projeect managem
ment at risk
k. In
all tthree modeels there is a key figurre—the sup
pervisor—w
who advises the owner and
atteempts to hellp him in defining the project, theen in the co
onceptual ddesign, and then
betw
ween the final
fi
design and the reealization of
o the projeect documeents (Figuree 1).
Finaally, the Supervisor
S
handles
h
thee bidding and then performs
p
thhe construcction
supervision. While
W
this fiigure is verry similar to
t a Constru
uction Mannager, in reality
c
n stage wheere his worrk is
therre are somee differencees, especiallly in the construction
morre fiduciaryy that execu
utive. The S
Supervisor is
i key to thee process ass he is the only
onee who speakks, in full co
onfidence, oon behalf off the owner. Other partties, such ass the
mannufacturer, designer, consultant, aand subconttractors do not have thhe same deegree
of confidencee, which results in a straineed relationship durinng the pro
oject
impplementationn.

Figure 1 Project Orgganization and
a Delivery
y Methods
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Collaborative agreements involve three key players: the owner, the architect, and the
contractor. Whereas the architect specializes in architectural design and principal
coordinator of engineering, the owner is the one responsible for establishing the
initial amount of construction and guarantees the financing for the implementation of
the project and the contractor is ultimately the one who has the experience at the
construction stage and whose contribution is valuable for constructability issues and
cost estimation.
There is a strong belief in the industry that the best cost is achieved through
competition; this is partly true when we have a defined project, where there are no
changes during implementation and during the bidding process, and contractors
compete for the lowest cost – some even succumbing to reckless deals. This situation
of course is unrealistic, since no project is quite like this scenario and changes in
construction are an inherent part of the process; there is no perfect project and it is the
work of the project team to respond quickly to changes that arise.
It is inaccurately assumed that, during the implementation, more revenue will be
made to offset the initial offer and deliver a profit at the end of the project. This has
happened in recent years in Peru, partly because irresponsible competition has led
companies to bid on jobs with margins well below average, but it is clearly an
unsustainable situation and one that does not promote the continuous improvement of
construction - the central principle of Lean philosophy.
THE CONSTRUCTION SITUATION IN PERU
Historically, the construction industry in Peru has been based on mistrust between
parties – a product of a culture that does not have ethics or honesty as core values.
Despite this, in recent years, there has been a steady growth in the construction sector,
with growth rates of around 15% per year (Figure 2). The sectors that have increased
the most are real estate, retail, and offices, among others, where forecasts are very
optimistic for the coming years.

Figure 2 Growth of the Construction Industry in Peru (INEI 2013)
This rapid growth is being threatened by multiple factors such as the shortage of
qualified personnel and the informal nature and corruption of some construction
companies. These factors have proven to be obstacles to improving safety, quality,
and productivity of construction in recent years. Productivity in Peru has been
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reviewed in detail by Ghio (2001) and Morales and Galiano (2006), who found
productivity rates of the order of 28% and 30% respectively. As we see, these
productivity levels are of some concern because we are missing a huge opportunity to
capitalize on this growth while the rates of productivity are very low.
Other problems within the industry are increasingly demanding construction
deadlines, further which need to be accepted by contractors out of fear of losing the
opportunity to run the project. The design stage is becoming shorter and less
participatory, erroneously believing that enough knowledge and expertise have been
achieved to allow for these deadlines, when in reality we see projects with many
errors where the work in the field is constantly being detained. The competition to be
the first, especially in the retail sector, makes projects have increasingly tighter
deadlines and demanding budgets, while the specifications and drawings have
become less detailed, transforming almost into Fast-track projects. The business has
become increasingly competitive, and for this reason, along with the degree of the
specialization of contractors, has led to unfair competition and an unusual amount of
empowerment for the owner, which creates a false sense of security that makes him
reluctant to seek new ways of project delivery.
PROPOSAL
At Graña y Montero, in early 2013, we had the opportunity to participate in some
conferences and listen to the advice of external consultants that showed us the
benefits of IPD. Moreover, being a company characterized by innovation and
applying the Lean philosophy in its processes, we went in search of clients to begin
this process as soon as possible. The benefits and experiences of IPD were identified
and shown to these clients, followed by advanced negotiations with a private client
(see Figure 3) of the retail sector that had defined objectives and needed, above all,
agility and flexibility during the construction phase.
The project profile is shown in Figure 3, where we clearly see that the expectations
were above all in terms of cost and time. The technical complexity of the project did
not pose any major challenges in its implementation and risk management was going
to be managed through incentives and share profits or losses. Finally, the market
position was not a priority for the client, since he was not the end user.
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Figu
ure 3 Projectt Profile and
d Characterristics
Thee bases for developing
d
the IPD veersion of thee contract were
w Sutter Health conttract
andd AIA guidee to IPD (A
AIA 2007). Even thou
ugh, there arre currentlyy much sim
mpler
andd less compplicated IPD
D contracts that could have being
g used as a starting po
oint,
bothh were ouur best refe
ference at that momeent. The proposal
p
waas to creatte a
mannagement teeam that would
w
makee strategic decisions
d
an
nd an execuutive team that
wouuld make decisions
d
att the projecct level. In both casess, the decissions would
d be
sharred and connsensus wo
ould be souught. The risk sharing scheme, aafter setting
g the
Target Price, would hav
ve a cap onn the savin
ngs generatted by costt overruns and
The purposee of this cap
p was to gu
guarantee to
o the
equuipment of 20% in botth cases. Th
ownner that the Target Pricce was challlenging, wh
hen in fact all
a that wass to be achieeved
wass to limit anny savings because,
b
onnce passing that percen
ntage, the teeam would have
h
no iincentive too keep looking for savinngs.
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Figure 4 R
Risk/Rewarrd Scheme
As they movedd forward with
w the neggotiations, fears
f
surrou
unded the ddecision-mak
king
of tthe IPD team
m, falsely believing
b
thhat this wou
uld affect th
he final resuult and geneerate
connflicts at runntime. Finally, we realiized that thee owner was becomingg more skeptical,
thatt he was actually
a
loo
oking for aadvice on the constru
uction stagee, and thatt he
rem
mained solelly responsib
ble for the ddecision maaking, regarrdless of thee impact on
n the
otheers involvedd. In the next section, w
we will rev
view the key
y factors off a collaboraative
conntract and annalyze each in the conteext of negottiations:
• Multiple Contract: this was th
the main prroblem in th
his case beecause havin
ng a
contracttual relationship that provides a frameworrk for collaaborative work
w
upsets the ownerr and theree is a feaar that thee project ccosts will rise
uncontrrollably and
d deadlines will lingerr indefiniteely – realitiies that aree the
oppositee results thaat IPD contrracts have.
• Targets developed
d togetherr: setting goals of cost, quaality, deliv
very,
perform
mance, are not
n so valuued by cusstomers. Co
ost and tim
me are the only
indicatoors that maatter, but eeven if theey are prob
bably the m
most imporrtant
(althouggh the qualiity and safeety are not being taken
n into cons ideration), they
are not the only th
hings that m
matter and the
t evaluatiion of a prooject should
d be
comprehhensive.
• Share gains
g
or lossses: in ordeer to explain
n the system
m, the discuussion need
ds to
focus onn setting thee target pricce, which leeads us from
m the conveersation at hand
h
briefly to the relatted topic off a design-b
bid-build diiagram. Theere is a feaar of
leaving money beh
hind on thee table if we
w set a tarrget that iss too high. The
owner does
d
not hav
ve the confi
fidence to reeveal his inv
vestment am
mount, whicch is
the prodduct of a business
b
plaan, and only
y tells the team
t
that hhe has a cerrtain
amount of money to
t move thee project forrward. It is virtually
v
im
mpossible forr the
owner to
t take the first step in disclosin
ng the amo
ount of inveestment, which
w
brings us
u back to negotiating
n
tthe best pricce for an uncertain desiign.
The basis of sh
haring risks and profitss is not in th
he substancce, because who
earns more
m
at the end
e of the pproject is no
ot a product of establishhing amoun
nts at
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risk well, it is the result of collaboration and more precisely it is the foundation
of this scheme. In reality, what is being looked for is a mechanism to facilitate
the transfer of funds from one team member to another. In other words, what is
being looked for is a way to optimize the whole and not the part (or when each
pursues his own gains that results in inefficiencies that could easily have been
avoided if there was only one team). Finally, what does it matter if one
subcontractor was much more efficient than the other when the final cost of
both is greater than what would have been achieved if both were equally
efficient?
•

Collaborative decision making: the owner was very clear when he said he
needed to take control of the decision-making process. In conclusion, why
seek collaborative decision making? To meet the cost target and the project
objectives, decision making should favor the project and not be to the
detriment of the owner. Nobody on the team is going to oppose a change that
benefits everyone, and if the proposed amendment is necessary but affects any
objective either in terms of cost or time, then the owner will have to be
principled enough to generate an order changes that modifies the target. This
brings us back to some of the criteria recommended by Lichtig (2010) for the
delivery of collaborative projects, which is to choose the right team members.

LESSONS LEARNED
The first lesson is that we must insist on engaging the team as soon as possible in the
design, and if the design is at a later stage, then it should be clear that the potential to
generate savings is considerably reduced. According to Lichtig (2010), it is ideal to
involve the team before the 25% of the design has been completed. It is important to
change the focus to be on finishing the design and then making the budget. The goal
should be to find the best design for a defined budget and not the best cost for a
defined design. At the time, we were not clear on the importance of this and never
insisted on working a Target Value Design, when this is finally what allowed us to
generate savings.
Secondly, one of the biggest challenges was to convince the owners of the
benefits of IPD. Most people fail to understand the background, or the rationale for
IPD. In part, this is because they lack an experienced internal team that is
sophisticated enough in design and construction processes to understand the
differences or to manage a new process that they themselves do not understand. If
you really want to implement IPD’s in Peru, we must work to identify opportunities,
coordinate with technical committees, and work with institutions representing the
AEC industry – finding potential customers in their own environments and approach
them in their own language. We strive for knowledgeable clients who can appreciate
the benefits in both the short and medium terms and work one-on-one, face-to-face,
assuring that they share their experiences with owners from other countries that have
experienced the benefits of IPD and also share their doubts, fears, and expectations. If
we create more dialogue with industry owners, it is more likely that we will achieve
successful IPD projects.
Another lesson learned was directly reaching clients, leaving out one of the key
stakeholders – the Supervisor. We know the importance of monitoring for the
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customer and therefore we work side by side with them to seek a collaborative plan
that is inclusive, taking advantage of its role and educating them on the benefits. One
of the key factors of IPD is the transparency of information and it is what we should
show by sharing our experiences and information in order to convince them that it is
the only sustainable way to deliver projects.
The contract used for the IPD proposal prescribed a lot of processes for the Team
that would have been difficult to implement during the life of the project. There are
other contracts that are less than half the number of pages that could provide a cleaner
approach and would have ensured a good and solid base contract to inspire the teams
and provide clear responsibilities. We strongly believe that the success of a good
implementation of IPD will start on a solid legal contract that is equitable and
provides a clear path for all the stakeholders.
Finally, it is important to develop options for the clients; if we want to implement
IPD’s in Peru, we have to advance undeterred. Initially, we wanted to create a “true
IPD” where we formed both one management and one executive team where all
stakeholders were empowered, however we only discouraged potential clients who
were interested in collaborative agreements, but only in small doses. Here, we needed
to develop a kind of IPD-ish contract, which served as our first experience, where we
could apply concepts such as cost, collaborative sharing, etc., but without having a
legal bond that, in the end, would deter the customer.
CONCLUSIONS
IPD can be seen in Peru as a novel methodology to deliver projects. What we believe
is very important is that we truly understand the risk/rewards scheme for a potential
success of the implementation. It’s key that before embarking on an IPD project, we
truly take the time to develop the Business Model associated with IPD. By Business
Model we refer to the legal, financial and relationship structure that will serve its
purpose and benefit the project. It’s very important that a solid contract tailored and
tropicalized be developed so a good strategy is implemented. The training of this
initiative is key, but it needs to have solid background and applicability in the
location where the projects will be constructed.
The first experience of IPD in Peru was not successful, although we did learn
many lessons that are being implemented for the benefit of our clients and the
construction industry. The priority is to start a pilot project that would allow us to
break with the status quo; we believe that we have learned a lot in the past year about
IPD, but until we implement it, we cannot enjoy its benefits or develop more
knowledge on the subject. Finally, as we move forward in the implementation of an
IPD project, we must emphasize that none of the lessons learned will be useful if we
do not work on trust based relationships with our customers.
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